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INTRODUCTION
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Brand  
Context

Introduction

United We Dream is the first and largest 
youth-led immigrant organization in the 
U.S. It’s a non-partisan network made 
up of  55 affiliate groups from 26 states. 
They focus on fighting for immigration 
rights through eliminating forced 
deportation, defunding ICE and CBP, and 
providing resources for undocumented 
immigrants. They address immigration 
problems through four initiatives: Dream 
It, Power It, Make It, and Feel It.
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DESIGN OBJECTIVE

Since inception, The United We Dream Network has put 
immigrants at the forefront of their organization. Their bold and 
bright asthetic parallels with the vibrancy and passion showcased 
through their initiatives, however inconsistency in their branding 
causes confusion in navigating the organization. The goal of this 
rebrand is to develop a consistent system that can be translated 
into each branch of The Network that still captures the youthful 
essence that the organization was founded upon. In a loud 
political climate, UWD must breakthrough the visual noise, while 
continuing to be the disruptive leader in this category.
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These adjectives are the overall essence 
of the brand.

Brand  
Adjectives

Energetic not Chaotic
Youthful not Immature
Confident not Arrogant
Inclusive not Generalised
Progressive not Radical
Informed not Boastful

Introduction
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Images that capture the mood of the 
brand redesign.

Mood Board

Introduction
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LOGO 
DEVELOPMENT
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Initial logo exploration.

Concept 
Sketches

Logo Development
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Three initial logo concept buckets.

Logo
Directions

Logo Development

Unity
Another way in is symbolizing the unity 
of the organization that is linked through 
sharing passion for the same cause. This is 
represented through connected letterforms.

Voice
This mark represents the diversity of the 
voice of the immigrant community that UWD 
fights for. This is shown through iconography 
of objects used to project voice and through 
using expressive type to capture various tones.

Americana
This mark incorporates iconic flag elements 
to challenge the ethos of the American 
Dream, where much of the country’s current 
economic and social prospertiy is due to 
immigrant contribution.
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This mark incorporates iconic flag 
elements to challenge the ethos of 
the American Dream, where much 
of the country’s current economic 
and social prospertiy is due to 
immigrant contribution.

LOGOMARK
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Logo Specs

Clearance space for the stacked 
logo iteration.

2X

2X2X

2X

X
X
X
X
X
X

Logo Development
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Clearance space for the horizontal 
logo iteration.

2X

2X

2X2X XX

Logo Development

Logo Specs
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VISUAL  
IDENTITY
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DRUK WEB HEAVY
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQ 
URSTUVWXYZ 012345679
Druk Wide Web Medium 
Abcdefghijklmnopqrstuv
wxyz 0123456789

Roboto Regular
Abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz  
0123456789

TYPO–
GRAPHY

Our type choices are bold and work 
best on print, signage, and web.
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To compliment the modular logo 
system, Druk is used to allow for 
flexibility when working in various 
workspaces. The under the Druk 
typeface provides opportunity 
to reflect the voice and passion 
communicated on United We 
Dream platforms.

Type in Use
A NEW MILESTONE 
IN OUR FIGHT FOR 
LIBERATION
Sanaa Abrar

This past Tuesday, you and I passed the Dream and 
Promise Act in the House of Representatives. You, 
me and all the other UWD members. We created this 
moment. As we fight to end ICE and CBP as we know 
them, stop deportations and build local power, passing 
the Dream and Promise Act through the House of 
Representatives this week was one more step on the 
stairway to freedom and reminded me of the power of 
big ideas and organizing. The bill sets a new standard 
for immigration reform bills and the Dream Act many 
of us knew will never be the same. For the first time in 
nine years, we passed legislation through a chamber 
of Congress that protects immigrants and does not 

Druk Web Heavy
50pt, 42pt leading, 

20pt tracking, all caps 

Druk Wide Web Medium
20 pt, no tracking

Roboto Regular
12 pt, 14pt leading, 

no tracking

Visual Identity
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COLOUR 
PALETTE

Our color palette is bold and bright, 
while keeping similar hues of 
oranges and blues that are unique 
to the United We Dream identity.
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Colour Builds

united blue
#0a3442

grey blue
#076e90

deep orange
#da5a34

dream blue
#3fbbd9

Please use these color conversions 
and ratios for all brand assets.

lime green
#bad53a

rally yellow
#fddd10

 rally pink
#ef539a

Visual Identity

dream light
#f3fcff
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Colour 
Pairings
United orange and blue should 
work as the primary color pairing 
for this brand. Lighter colors can 
act as an accent to the logo.

Visual Identity
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Iconography for UWD’s 4 areas of 
focus; Dream It, Make It, Feel It, 
Power It. These icons should use 
the secondary colour palette.

Resources/Education

Summits/Workshops

Leadership

Advocacy/Volunteer

DonateCommunity

Petition

Iconography

Visual Identity
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Expressive
Phrases
Phrase expressions.These elements 
should be used to compliment the 
exisiting logo and represent the 
brand.

Visual Identity
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Photography 
Treatments
Images selected should be 
empowering, colourful, and capture 
passion. Avoid using imagery that 
is too graphic or negative.

Visual Identity
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BRAND 
APPLICATIONS
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Volunteer Shirt Expressive Merch
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